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FOR USE IN SCHOOLS AND LIBRARIES ONLY. The revelation of a dark family secret exposes a

great scandal that soon sends the lives of the beautiful Holland sisters into a tailspin with lies and

betrayal jeopardizing their high-ranking positions in Manhattan society. --This text refers to the

Audible Audio Edition edition.
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The year is 1899. While women and young ladies are supposed to be demure and proper in each

and every thing they do; so is not the case for many of those living in New York City. Four young

women, to be exact, who are committing different forms of wrongdoing, which would certainly turn

heads and cause whispers in upper class society. Things that would leave them shunned. But, as

long as no one finds out, I suppose it doesn't really matter. If those secrets are revealed, however,

things may not be as...peachy keen as they are now.Eighteen-year-old, Elizabeth Adora Holland, is

the girl every gentleman wants to be with, and all the girls want to be. As far as society goes,

Elizabeth is the ideal up-and-comer. She's demure, polite, pure, and breathtakingly beautiful. What

society doesn't know about, however, are her late-night trysts with a certain member of her staff.

Trysts that seem harmless and loving to Elizabeth and her...admirer; but would turn heads and cast

her out of the inner circle in mere moments. When she is betrothed to the most sought-after

bachelor in New York City, the world practically stops as wedding preparations begin. Unfortunately,



Elizabeth's heart isn't in it, instead, her conscience and her true love take over, causing her to

question her impending marriage. But with a horrible secret haunting her family, there is little she

can do to save herself from a lifetime of misery, without taking matters into her own hands and

doing something drastic.While Elizabeth is the perfect model of society; her sixteen-year-old sister,

Diana, is practically anti-proper manners and living. Diana would rather spend her days reading

romance novels, and kissing random boys, than acting proper. She dreams of being a heroine, who

is rescued by a dashing gentleman.
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